Melanoma metabolism contributes to the cellular responses to MAPK/ERK pathway inhibitors.
Besides its influence on survival, growth, proliferation, invasion and metastasis, cancer cell metabolism also greatly influences the cellular responses to molecular-targeted therapies. To review the recent advances in elucidating the metabolic effects of BRAF and MEK inhibitors (clinical inhibitors of the MAPK/ERK pathway) in melanoma and discuss the underlying mechanisms involved in the way metabolism can influence melanoma cell death and resistance to BRAF and MEK inhibitors. We also underlined the therapeutic perspectives in terms of innovative drug combinations. BRAF and MEK inhibitors inhibit aerobic glycolysis and induce high levels of metabolic stress leading to effective cell death by apoptosis in BRAF-mutated cancer cells. An increase in mitochondrial metabolism is required to survive to MAPK/ERK pathway inhibitors and the sub-population of cells that survives to these inhibitors are characterized by mitochondrial OXPHOS phenotype. Consequently, mitochondrial inhibition could be combined with oncogenic "drivers" inhibitors of the MAPK/ERK pathway for improving the efficacy of molecular-targeted therapy. Metabolism is a key component of the melanoma response to BRAF and/or MEK inhibitors. Mitochondrial targeting may offer novel therapeutic approaches to overwhelm the mitochondrial addiction that limits the efficacy of BRAF and/or MEK inhibitors. These therapeutic approaches might be quickly applicable to the clinical situation.